AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

Guideline Development Panel Meeting
Clinical Practice Guidelines for Treatment of PTSD

APA Headquarters
750 First Street NE, Washington, DC

July 13-14, 2014

Agenda

Note: Times are tentative and subject to revision.

Sunday, July 13, 2014 – Meeting in the SIXTH floor boardroom

8:00 am Breakfast available

8:30 am Welcome and introduction to meeting

- Christine Courtois, GDP Chair
- Lynn Bufka, APA Practice Directorate, and Howard Kurtzman, APA Science Directorate
- Steven Hollon, Advisory Steering Committee
- Raquel Halfond, APA Project Officer, Clinical Practice Guideline Development

9:00 am Begin drafting recommendations (whole group)

- Complete two decision tables as whole group

9:45 am Draft recommendations in workgroups (in assigned rooms)

- Work on decision tables for efficacy of psychological treatments

(Coffee available.)

11:30 am Pass completed decision tables to other workgroups and review

12:00 pm Lunch provided

- During lunch consult with RTI methodologists regarding any questions

1:00 pm Continue review of other workgroups’ decision tables

1:30 pm Return decision tables to original workgroups for revisions
2:00 pm   Whole group convenes – discuss process, cross-cutting concerns and improvements

2:30 pm   Workgroups finalize revisions to decision tables for efficacy of psychological treatments

3:00 pm   Draft recommendations in new workgroups (in assigned rooms)
          •  Work on decision tables for efficacy of pharmacological treatments

          (Coffee available.)

4:30 pm   Reconvene as whole group for assessment of first day

5:00 pm   Adjourn

6:30 - 8:30 pm   Dinner at El Centro D.F., 1819 14th St. NW, Washington, DC 20009
                 Phone # 202-328-3131
                 (Reservation name: Howard Kurtzman)

Monday, July 14, 2014 – Meeting in the SIXTH floor boardroom

8:00 am   Breakfast available

8:30 am   Continue drafting recommendations in workgroups
          •  Work on decision tables on efficacy of pharmacological treatments

9:00 am   Pass completed decision tables to other workgroups and review

          (Coffee available.)

9:30 am   Return decision tables to original workgroups for revisions

10:00 am  Whole group convenes – discuss process, cross-cutting concerns and improvements

10:30 am  Workgroups finalize revisions to decision tables for efficacy of pharmacological treatments

11:00 am  Draft recommendations in workgroups (in assigned rooms)
          •  Work on decision tables for comparative effectiveness

12:00 pm  Lunch provided
          •  During lunch consult with RTI methodologists regarding any questions

1:00 pm   Continue drafting recommendations in workgroups
1:30 pm  Pass completed decision tables to other workgroups and review

2:00 pm  Return decision tables to original workgroups for revisions

2:30 pm  Whole group convenes – discuss process, cross-cutting concerns and improvements

3:00 pm  Revisit decision tables that have not yet been finalized (may be whole group or workgroups)

4:00 pm  Discussion of additional issues that arose during meeting (whole group)

4:30 pm  Meeting summary and next steps
  - Group discussion of outstanding questions and next steps for guideline writing process
  - Goal setting, anticipated products, timelines
  - Member assignments
  - Date of next meeting

5:00 pm  Adjourn